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I. EXTENDED ABSTRACT

As a part of my dissertation topic at the Vienna University of Technology I am engaged in research with school children from one school in one urban neighborhood in Banjaluka, Bosnia and Herzegovina and two schools in one urban neighborhood in Vienna, Austria.

Research in Banjaluka, Bosnia and Herzegovina was done between October 26th and November 1st, 2015. Research was conducted with 109 children participants ages 8 to 10.

In period from April 4th until April 28th, 2016 research with school children in Vienna was done. There were 12 children participants ages 8 to 13.

The research consisted of three parts:
1. Drawing a path from home to school.
2. Drawing a favorite outdoor place to play.
3. Walk through neighborhood and visit to different playgrounds.

In all research parts discussion with each individual child was held. The voice was recorded and the discussion was written down. Walking through neighborhood and observing it was essential part of this research.

Here the focus is particularly on interpretations of school children drawings on their way from home to school. In this regard different parameters on wayfinding and attention focusing were observed.

Child was encouraged to submit the drawing when he/she thinks it is finished. It took approximately 15-30 minutes, in some cases up to 45 minutes, to do so. The position of drawing on paper, color usage, drawing complexity, presence or absence of connection between elements, might show how well are children adjusted to their neighborhood.

It was questioned what children remember the most on the path from home to school and which elements are important to them. While being able to express their thoughts on paper, children also spoke about their environmental impression.

In interpretation of drawings the whole drawing was observed. This was done because the position of drawing on paper, color usage, drawing complexity, presence or absence of connection between elements, might show how well are children adjusted to their neighborhood.

It is questioned how form and color influence children’s attention and their capability in finding ways and orienting themselves in their neighborhood by describing environment and the spatial structure of environment in particular.

Emotions and attachment to place play an important role in remembering of sequences and places visited as well as situations and actions that trigger imagination.

During research, and by analyzing children’s drawings slight difference in the attention and environmental perception between younger and older children was noticed. Younger children pay more attention to details and use of color in their drawings than the older age group. Responses received from younger children were more descriptive and detailed in comparison to older children group.

Drawings are analyzed with the purpose of identifying parameters which would help in building and planning the child friendly environment.

Questions for further research:

Can environmental diversity and staying in nature help in brain development? Can environmental diversity help in wayfinding and orienting? What kind of stimuli benefit brain development and problem solving capabilities?
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